THE INDIAN STATUTORY COMMISSION
te the Indianisation of the army and other forces of defence.	_
There has been a certain amount of doubt expressed as to^wnat provincial
autonomy'' means. It means the self-government of the people in the province
and therefore implies responsible government. It also means freedom from external
control, but this within defined limits ; for a Provincial Government is necessarily
correlated with a Central Government and the relation between the two should
imply & measure of authority on the part of the later over the former. What is
i*ow demanded is that responsibility should not be limited to a part of the
provincial sphere of Government, but should be extended to that sphere in full
and thai the limits within which the provincial Government is independent of the
Central Government should be definitely laid down. The present division of pro-
?kidal and central subjects is reasonable and should continue.
In regard to the Central Government the Madras Committee believes that the
ccmtol of the civil departments by a popularly elected legislature to whom the
executive should be responsible is essential in the interests of true economic
progress. Control over Customs, Kailways, Shipping, Banking and Currency and
tlie Exchange, if it continues in the hands of an irresponsible Central Govern-
ment, however justly the latter may act, will breed irritation and suspicion on
thejkrt of the people,
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Tlie appalling poverty of the people, the large amount of unemployment among
the educated classes and the comparatively small return India gets from her
wsmous natural resources, all demand that control over the economic fife of India
should be transferred to the people of India. In these departments no religious
car e&ste differences can have any effect. Whatever may be the form of administra-
tive ot constitutional changes in the country, there can be no substantial progress
^the changes tend to advance the economic welfare of the people which is
ry concern of the government.
,( if self-government in India is to be real, it should begin with the work
k reconstruction. Autonomy only in the subjects that are now classed
sb fixmBcial will be husk without the grain which control over economic life can
afoae provide,
^w0 **?* happens that, in some of the provinces, Law and Order continues to
fee reserved, all other subjects being transferred, this will not interfere with
<m proposal for the immediate transfer of the "civil" departments of the Govern-
ment of India, as the central subject of Defence, which is connected with the
i subject of Law and Order, will be administered for a time as at present
Central authority.
Committee devote a few keen sentences to the  criticism   that   India   cannot
feerself and therefore cannot be entitled to   Dominion   Status.   The   fact   is.
out ;—
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ik is defended largely by Indian soldiers and entirely out of Indian money.
It fe in spite of tie repeated demands of Indians and in order to meet
*~ — -»- of British Imperial strategy that the Army is officered .mainly
— " " s large British force is kept in India. As seen' from
before us, the military policy of India has never yet
from the point of view of the legitimate needs of India. It is not
that j^gbmtf should first omit to make India militarily self-sufficient and then
farowB oiuiftsioQ as an argument against giving her Dominion Status,
m^ MM~t~~~. recommendations of tne Skeen Committee have been turned down
at of India, presumably at the behest of the Secretary of State,
Committee have shown that it is not the lack of material but wrong
that &&?e stood in the way^ of Indians coming forward in adequate numbers
few)*** oH«s in the Array. It is alleged that Indians lack the qualities necessary
it >&ai&ip fe &e army.
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Si     W^ however, Indian   non-commissioned officers readily   took  the
Wee British officers and the available evidence shows that they acquitted
Hip requires  opportunities for development and  Indians
<mt from  such opportunities.   Leadership requires not
intelligenee, but tidians with intelligence have hardly been
»«^ t&o^^. recroitmsnt being Hmited to   particular classes
It is not the lack of desire or ability on the part of -
fbrt Is responsible for, the fact   that   india,   though *
laosfc d Hie soldiers, is yet not self-sufficient for the
t    wall       T ,«->*i~«~l^-     	5....	-   .	*    •	•	"--*-.

